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Tabular Natural Language Inference 
NLI is the process of reasoning about inferential relationships, meaning to establish 

whether a hypothesis is a true (entailment), false (contradiction), or undetermined 

(neutral) given a premise. 

We propose a new natural language inference dataset, InfoTabS, to study the 

problem of reasoning about semi-structured data.

Thus, reasoning over semi-structured, multi-domain, and heterogeneous data, 

where premises are Wiki InfoBox, and hypotheses are human written sentences.



Hypothesis
H1: Dressage was introduced in the 
Olympic games in 1912. 

H2: Both men and women compete in 
the sport of Dressage.

H3: A dressage athlete can participate 
in both individual and team events.

H4: FEI governs dressage only in the  
U.S.



InfoTabS
Why a new dataset? -: SNLI (Caption as premise), MNLI (Diverse but stull 

single sentence) - Limited complex reasoning (few multi-hop & multi-row)

Why Tables? Tables are semi-structured and hence encourage complex 

reasoning which require composition of multiple types of inferences that combine 

multiple rows from the tables with knowledge about the world.

To determine that the hypothesis H2 entails the premise table (Dressage), we 

need to look at multiple rows of the table, understand the meaning of the row 

labeled as Mixed gender, and also conclude that Dressage is a sport.
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Models trained on NLI datasets are prone to learning spurious patterns (e.g. 
Poliak et al., 2018) 

Models can easily predict correct labels even with incomplete or noisy inputs 
i.e. no reasoning.

For instance, ‘not’ and ‘no’ in a hypothesis are correlated with contradictions 
(Niven and Kao, 2019)

Classifiers trained on the hypotheses (ignoring the premises completely) report 
high accuracy; they exhibit hypothesis bias

Annotation Artifacts



Single fix test set is not enough 

We need multiple test sets (of similar sizes) with controlled differences from each 
other.

The Case for multiple Test Splits

𝛼1 similar in distribution to the training data in terms of lexical makeup 
of the hypotheses and the domains of the premises.

𝛼2 New pairs where experts change the label of the hypothesis by 
change in minimum number of keywords in the hypothesis. 
Entail becomes contradict and vice-versa. Neutral remains unchanged. 

𝛼3 uses premises from domains not in the training split, but 
necessitate, similar types of reasoning to arrive at the decision.





Dataset Statistics
Data Split #Tables #Pairs

Train 1955 16538

Dev 200 1800

𝛼1 200 1800

𝛼2 200 1800

𝛼3 200 1800



Dev 𝛼1

𝛼2 𝛼3



Inter-annotator Agreement Statistics
Data Split Cohen’s Kappa Human Accuracy Majority

Agreement

Dev 0.78 79.8 93.5

𝛼1 0.80 84.0 97.5

𝛼2 0.80 84.0 96.8

𝛼3 0.74 79.3 95.6



Reasoning Analysis
We adapted the set of reasoning categories from GLUE benchmark for Table 
premises. We also define some new reasonings not in GLUE.

Simple lookup: hypothesis is formed by literally restating the fact from table

Multi-row reasoning: requires multiple rows to make an inference 

Subjective/out-of-table: involves value judgments about a proposition or 
reference to information out of the table that is neither well known/common sense

Finally, authors independently annotated 160 pairs from the dev and 𝛼3 test 
sets each, and edge cases were discussed to arrive at consensus labels.



Example from Pilot Study
E :  Amsterdam has a municipality less than 
250 km2. (numerical)

N: Amsterdam has the largest land area in 
Netherlands. (world knowledge)

C : Amsterdam has over 3500 km2 Randstad. 
(numerical)

E :  Parts of Amsterdam are below sea level. 
(common - sense, world-knowledge)

N : Amsterdam is the largest city in the 
Randstad (world knowledge)

C : There are fewer square kilometers of land 
than water in Amsterdam. (common - sense, 
logical)



E:  Angelina Jolie was born in the summer 
of 1975. (common sense, 
world-knowledge)

N: Angelina Jolie has 6 sons. 
(common-sense, world knowledge)

C: Angelina Jolie has been married four 
times. (numerical)

E: Angelina Jolie is 43 years old. (lexical)

N: Angelina Jolie is currently married. 
(lexical)

C: Angelina Jolie has 2 brothers. 
(numerical)
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Semi-structured premises force the annotators to call upon knowledge & 
common sense about the world. 

- because information about the entities and their types is not explicitly stated in 
tables.  E.g. “X was born in the summer” for a person whose birth is in May in 
New York

Neutrals are more inclined to being subjective/out-of-table since anything which 
is not mentioned in the table or is subjective is a neutral statement.

Tables for 𝛼3 are from different domains, hence not of the same distribution as 
the previous splits. 

- Expected as we cannot expect temporal reasoning from tables in a domain 
that does not contain temporal quantities.

Reasoning Properties



Overall Reasoning Properties
1. Multi-row reasoning - multi-sentience document reasoning

- Combining information from multiple sources for inference

2. Multi-hop reasoning - multiple levels of reasoning

- Involved organised multiple reasoning for final inference

3.    Multi-Domain reasoning - multiple sources of reasoning

- Variability in the data, i.e diversity in the dataset (multi-domain)

4.    Open-endedness - generated sentences not simple verbatim

- represents information that is not explicitly stated (only inferred)



Premise Table Representation
Premise as Paragraph (Para): For a table titled t, a row with key k and value v 
will be written as the sentence The k of t are v. 

- E.g. for Dressage table, the row with key Equipment will be converted into 
the sentence “The equipment of Dressage are horse, appropriate horse tack”.

Premise as Sentence (Sent): hypotheses are typically short, they may be 
derived from a small subset of rows. Use word mover distance (Kusner et al., 
2015) to find top1 (wmd1) and top3 (wmd3)

Premise as Structure 1 (TabFact): Follow Chen et al. (2019) and represent 
tables by a sequence of <key> : <value> tokens, concatenated by “ ; ”.



Hypothesis Bias
Adversarial Baseline to check Hypothesis Bias

Training a classifier by ignoring the premise (only hypothesis baseline)

Training a classifier with a dummy premise (“to be or not to be”)

Training a classifier with a swapped premise (random premise taken)



Does our dataset exhibit hypothesis bias?
Classifier train by ignoring the premise (hypothesis only model)

Model Dev 𝛼1 𝛼2 𝛼3

SVM 59.00 60.61 45.89 45.90

RoBERT (L) 60.5 60.48 48.26 48.89

Premise Dev 𝛼1 𝛼2 𝛼3

Dummy 60.2 59.78 48.91 46.37

Swapped 63.81 63.15 50.3 51.31

Classifier train with a dummy premise (“to be or not to be”)
Or swapped premise (random premise taken)



Analysis
All the BERT-class models discover annotation artifacts equally well. 

However, performance on 𝛼2 and 𝛼3 data splits is worse (~ 12% gap) compared 

to dev and 𝛼1 since the artifacts in the training data do not occur in these splits.



How do pre-trained NLI systems perform on our dataset?

Premise Dev 𝛼1 𝛼2 𝛼3

Train on SNLI (SNLI Test Accuracy 92.5 %)

WMD-1 49.33 47.61 49.44 46.50

Para 52.94 52.11 52.78 46.28

Train on MNLI (MNLI test accuracy matched 89.0 %, mis-matched 88.9%)

WMD-1 44.23 44.72 46.94 43.94

Para 53.11 51.33 53.06 47.39



Analysis
All the BERT-class models discover annotation artifacts equally well. 

However, performance on 𝛼2 and 𝛼3 data splits is worse (~ 12% gap) compared 

to dev and 𝛼1 since the artifacts in the training data do not occur in these splits.

Pre-trained NLI systems trained on SNLI & MNLI do not perform well.

Full premise is better than single sentence a) ineffectiveness of wmd to get 
correct top sentence or b) sentences require multi-row reasoning.



Does Training on Paragraph/Sentence Premise help?

Model Premise Dev 𝛼1 𝛼2 𝛼3

SVM Para 59.11 59.17 46.44 41.28

BERT (base) Para 63.0 63.54 52.57 48.17

RoBERT (base) Para 67.2 66.98 56.87 55.36

WMD-1 67.26 66.15 56.24 53.48

RoBERT (large) WMD-3 70.09 69.69 59.8 57.13

Para 76.04 74.28 66.8 64.37



Analysis
All the BERT-class models discover annotation artifacts equally well. 

However, performance on 𝛼2 and 𝛼3 data splits is worse (~ 12% gap) compared 

to dev and 𝛼1 since the artifacts in the training data do not occur in these splits.

Pre-trained NLI systems trained on SNLI & MNLI do not perform well.

Full premise is better than single sentence a) ineffectiveness of wmd to get 
correct top sentence or b) sentences require multi-row reasoning.

Training on full/sentence premise help BERT-class model significantly (10-14%).



Does Training on Structured Premise (TabFact) help?

Model Dev 𝛼1 𝛼2 𝛼3

BERT (base) 63.67 64.04 53.59 49.05

RoBERT (base) 68.06 66.7 56.87 55.26

RoBERT (large) 77.31 76.7 67.22 65.67



Analysis
All the BERT-class models discover annotation artifacts equally well. 

However, performance on 𝛼2 and 𝛼3 data splits is worse (~ 12% gap) compared 

to dev and 𝛼1 since the artifacts in the training data do not occur in these splits.

Pre-trained NLI systems trained on SNLI & MNLI do not perform well.

Full premise is better than single sentence a) ineffectiveness of wmd to get 
correct top sentence or b) sentences require multi-row reasoning.

Training on full/sentence premise help BERT-class model significantly (10-14%).

Providing premise structure help BERT-class model, ~1.3% improvement



Introduced a new task/dataset InfoTabS, with heterogeneous semi-structured 
premises and natural language hypotheses.

InfoTabS has multiple test sets which poses difficulties to models that learn 
superficial correlations between inputs and the label rather than reasoning 
about the information.

InfoTabS poses several inference challenge for state-of-the-art BERT-Class 
models, as evident from gap in human and model performance (esp. 𝛼2 & 𝛼3 )

Our task encourage new kinds of models and representations that can handle 
semi-structured information as first class citizens. 

Conclusion
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